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Dataset

Motivation
• Discrepancies

between career success of men
and women exist in many important areas of
public life, including business, academia and
politics. This raises the question of whether
such discrepancies can be partially explained
by differences in the persuasion tactics and
evaluations across gender.
• Lack of comprehensive real-life debate datasets
from well-defined settings of debate
competitions to understand speech dynamics
and evaluations.
• This project: Collect and analyze links
between words, arguments and various speech
performance measures to unravel any existence
and magnitude of systematic gender differences
in speeches and evaluations.

Analysis approach

• Novel

dataset of 1930 verbatim transcribed
debate speeches (≈ 3.2 million words) from 250
debates in World Universities Debating
Championship (WUDC), European Debating
Championship (EUDC) and HWS Round Robin
Champion League (HWS) on diverse topic pools.
• Currently NIn = 1236 speeches with full
ranking(i.e preliminary rounds), NOut = 694
speeches with partial ranking (i.e elimination
rounds).
• Roughly 60% of the speeches have full
administrative information about speakers and
judges.
• Grading scale is 50 to 100, graded by 3-5 trained
judges, based on constructive materials and
responses.

Research questions
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• Use

of NLTK and WordNet to extract various
features of speech, including sentence
classification, hedge cue detection, sequence
labelling, text segmentation, discourse relation
classification and semantic textual similarity
• Speech quality based on how well argument
diagrams can be constructed [1] [2]
• Use of different neural networks, for instance,
bidirectional LSTM-based model, similar to [3]
and [4]
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• Is

there a difference in speech delivery (i.e verbal
and non-verbal content) and evaluations between
men and women?
• How does the composition of opponent teams and
judges affect speech performance?
• How does sentiment dynamics evolve across
genders for different topics?
• What types of arguments are likely to win in
gender-related topics?

• Regression

analysis of all identified speech
characteristics and markers

Challenges
Ongoing research

• Comprehensiveness

and interplay across
determinants of speech quality, speaker and judge
characteristics
• Non-linearity relationship between persuasiveness
and speech elements
• Differences between "debate" and real-life
persuasion

• Finalize

classification of raw speech and
administrative data into the SQL system.
• Tests for prediction power of various verbal and
non-verbal speech markers
• Counter-factual analysis on speaker style and
scores (Oxaca-Blinder decomposition)
• Comparison of different deep learning techniques
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